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I am thankful for...
Psalm 136:1-9, 23-26

Some people have dogs who do great tricks and entertain many. Others have photogenic cats

who pose for cat food boxes and bring in thousands of dollars. I have two relatively useless

felines, who on occasion grace me with a purr. But I am thankful for them. 

Some people travel to exotic and wondrous places. I am thankful just to navigate the streets of

Beaufort, replete with four way stops, in safety. 

Some people eat at five star restaurants. I am thankful to eat at Big Apple  with my wife. I am

also thankful that my doctor who cares so deeply about my cholesterol, seemingly never comes

to Big Apple. 

Some people drive Lamborghinis and Jaguars and Rolls Royces. I am thankful to drive my

Toyota, even if sometimes bicycles pass me as I start up from a stop sign.

Some people live in a palace. I am thankful that I live in a home where there is love.

And I am thankful for a son who still wants to come home for the holidays, even if two cats and

a washing machine and dryer offer him extra incentive.

And I am thankful for crimson sunsets after dark storms, for the laughter of children, for the

majestic splendor of a starry night, for the gifts of today and the promise of tomorrow. 

I am thankful for those adults who shaped me in my childhood, among them  the Benjamins,
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Jewish friends of my parents who spent many Thankgivings with us, friends who escaped from

Germany during the Holocaust, friends who lost most of their family and all of their property,

yet were profoundly grateful to God for life, for hope. They and my parents spoke often in

German, but   in English when there was something my brother and I needed to hear and learn.

I am thankful for God’s mercy. May I share that mercy with others.

I am thankful that in Christ my sins are forgiven. May I dare to offer this forgiveness to others.

I am thankful for that early Thanksgiving in the Plymouth Colony, for the faith of the Pilgrims

which resonates even today. Having so little, they were so extravagant in their thanksgiving just

to have survived, those that did survive, just to know that though they might not live to see it,

that the promise of freedom and worship would somehow be fulfilled in this new world on a

continent fraught with peril, yet filled with promise. 

I am thankful for what Thanksgiving means to us, as the American people.  As Abraham

Lincoln gave thanks for battlefield victories that indicated our precious nation would be

preserved despite the horrific civil war, so  do we give thanks for the promise and potential that

are still ours as Americans. 

 Oh I know, not all is right in our nation; we  fuss, we grouse, we react with shock at the

vitriolic nature of political discourse; we are disappointed when  shennagins of celebrity  garner

more media attention than the heroic sacrifice of military men and women, [Do we really care

that Demi Moore and Ashton Kutcher are breaking up?] . . .  

But then on Thanksgiving we step back and realize that we are still free to live according to our
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conscience, that God is still in Heaven watching over us and guiding us, and so we dare to

believe again that our nation might yet still fulfill its high calling and is leading other nations to

fulfill their callings if they but listen. 

I am thankful  for our nation and the freedom we have to bear witness to our God of mercy,

morality, justice and compassion. 

Turning to Scripture, I am thankful for our Jewish ancestors, who placed thanksgiving to our

loving and gracious God very near to the center of their faith. I am thankful for this Psalm 136,

written in a time so different from ours, yet written with a faith that resonates among us even

today. 

The Psalm  comes not from an arrogant heart of a victor, but from the thankful heart of a

survivor, who knows both victory and defeat, sort of like your life and mine, perhaps.  

The Psalm is a sweeping rendition not just of Israel's history, but of God's faithful presence

along the journey. The writer recalls days of joy and of sorrow: the escape from Egypt, the

wandering in the wilderness, the gift of the Promised Land, the times of defeat, perhaps even

of when the people were carted off into exile, but then rescued once again to return home.

The Psalm begins on an epic scale, thanking God for creation itself, for the sun and moon and

stars, for the earth, and for creation being an act of God's love. We are placed on earth not

simply to survive in an uncaring universe, but placed by God's loving hand, to serve him, and

also to participate in all the wonders that life can bring.

Yes, the  Psalm begins on an epic scale, thanking God for creation itself, but then ends so
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simply, so quietly: thanking God that he gives all his creatures food to eat. Finding the wonder

of God's love in the simple and everyday, in the gift of food sufficient for each day. 

I wonder if Jesus might have had this Psalm echoing in his mind as he prayed, "Give us this day

our daily bread." 

And after every affirmation this response : For his steadfast love endures forever. 

Now,  this term, “steadfast love.” You can’t really translate it; Hebrew has relatively few

words, so sometimes every word has a depth of meaning that no one English word can

translate. Here’s how it is translated, and as we take all these together we begin to fathom who

God is to us, and at the same time, the nature of the God to whom we are grateful. 

So here goes: Hesed, the Hebrew word, can mean: faithful, bestowing favor,   good , kindly,

kindness, loveliness,  lovingkindnesses, loyal deeds, loyalty, mercies, merciful, mercy, righteousness,

unchanging love.

Our Thanksgiving is rooted in a God who is like that.

Thanksgiving  invites us to live our lives with this promise of God’s steadfast, merciful, kind

love  at the center. With every new day, every new experience, every new challenge, these

words give hope and comfort: for his steadfast love endures forever. And in this steadfast love we

find courage to go forward, to live lives of faith and trust and promise. 

At the beginning of this sermon, I presented a list of some things for which I am thankful. But

the list arises out of something deeper: my faith in this God of steadfast, merciful, and kind
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love. Love that does not let us go, that does not abandon us. 

What a wonderful refrain for Thanksgiving: His steadfast love endures forever.  It tells  us

that this God of heaven is a God who knows us and cares about us. This God of heaven is not

just concerned with stars and galaxies and oceans and mountains, though He created them all.

He is concerned with you. And with me.

Thanksgiving invites us to be overwhelmed again that God should love us so much, that God

should have created this world filled with so much promise and possibility. And if today should

seem to present more challenge than promise, we can recall again the joys of former days, seek

the joys that find us even on the darkest days, and look forward to wondrous days ahead. 

Another Biblical author, writing at a difficult time in his nation’s history, once wrote this:

Though the fig tree does not blossom,     and no fruit is on the vines;    though the produce of the olive fails,

 and the fields yield no food; though the flock is cut off from the fold,

 and there is no herd in the stalls,  yet I will rejoice in the LORD; 

 I will exult in the God of my salvation. GOD, the Lord, is my strength.

As I read these words, I realize what a wonderful, blessed, abundant  life I truly have. And

yours as well, I expect, if we truly think about it. 

Thanksgiving begins with  God’s gracious love towards us. And so indeed at this Thanksgiving,

may we once again say: O give thanks to the God of heaven, for his steadfast love endures

forever. 
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